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Key points
� Mouse chromaffin cells in acute adrenal slices exhibit two distinct spiking patterns, a repetitive
mode and a bursting mode.

� A sodium background conductance operates at rest as demonstrated by the membrane hyper-
polarization evoked by a low Na+-containing extracellular saline.

� This sodium background current is insensitive to TTX, is not blocked by Cs+ ions and displays
a linear I-V relationship at potentials close to chromaffin cell resting potential. Its properties are
reminiscent of those of the sodium leak channel NALCN.

� In the adrenal gland, NalcnmRNA is selectively expressed in chromaffin cells.
� The study fosters our understanding of how the spiking pattern of chromaffin cells is regulated and
adds a sodium background conductance to the list of players involved in the stimulus-secretion
coupling of the adrenomedullary tissue.

Abstract Chromaffin cells (CCs) are the master neuroendocrine units for the secretory function
of the adrenal medulla and a finely-tuned regulation of their electrical activity is required for
appropriate catecholamine secretion in response to the organismal demand. Here, we aim at
deciphering how the spiking pattern of mouse CCs is regulated by the ion conductances operating
near the restingmembrane potential (RMP). At RMP, mouse CCs display a composite firing pattern,
alternating between active periods composed of action potentials spiking with a regular or a bursting
mode, and silent periods. RMP is sensitive to changes in extracellular sodium concentration, and a
low Na+-containing saline hyperpolarizes the membrane, regardless of the discharge pattern. This
RMP drive reflects the contribution of a depolarizing conductance, which is (i) not blocked by
tetrodotoxin or caesium, (ii) displays a linear I-V relationship between −110 and −40 mV, and
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(iii) is carried by cations with a conductance sequence gNa > gK > gCs. These biophysical attributes,
together with the expression of the sodium-leak channel Nalcn transcript in CCs, state credible
the contribution of NALCN. This inaugural report opens new research routes in the field of CC
stimulus-secretion coupling, and extends the inventory of tissues in which NALCN is expressed to
neuroendocrine glands.
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Introduction

Regulation of cellular excitability is a crucial process
whereby cells ensure their physiological function (neuro-
transmission, muscle contraction, hormone secretion
…). In the adrenal medullary tissue, the excitability
of neuroendocrine chromaffin cells (CCs) is critical
for the well-described process of ‘stimulus-secretion
coupling’, leading to catecholamine secretion. In response
to a stressful episode, catecholamines (mainly adrenaline
(epinephrine)), which are the first hormones to be released
into the blood circulation, actively contribute to the
adaptive response of the organism to stress by their peri-
pheral actions on various organs and tissues.
CC excitability relies on intricate mechanisms,

supported by the interplay between cholinergic and
peptidergic innervation (Guerineau, 2020), a gap
junctional electrical coupling between CCs (Colomer
et al. 2012; Hodson et al. 2015; Guerineau, 2018) and
the palette of ion channels expressed at the plasma
membrane (Lingle et al. 2018). The major stimulus for
catecholamine secretion comes from the preganglionic
command (neurogenic control) ensured by the electrical
activity of the splanchnic nerve whose cholinergic nerve
terminals synapse onto CCs. The synaptic release of
acetylcholine activates CC nicotinic receptors leading
to depolarization and activation of Ca2+ influx. This in
turn depolarizes cells and facilitates action potential (AP)
firing. Increasing splanchnic nerve discharge enhances
catecholamine secretion, indicating how significant is the
contribution of the neurogenic control to CC excitability
and ensuing catecholamine secretion. However, the
regulation of CC excitability is much more puzzling
when non-neurogenic components of electrical activity
are added to the scenario. First, a local intercellular
electrical communication mediated by gap junctions
between CCs also contributes to cell excitability and
catecholamine secretion (Martin et al. 2001; Colomer
et al. 2008b; Desarmenien et al. 2013; Guerineau, 2018).
Second, the repertoire of ion channels expressed in
CCs robustly patterns cell excitability, not only through
voltage-gated channels involved in AP generation, but

also through leak channels, which operate near the
resting membrane potential (RMP). While ion channels
contributing to AP generation are well described, as
recently reviewed (Lingle et al. 2018), CC leak channels
are less well known. Among leak channel families, two
pore-domain potassium channels and transient receptor
potential channels are present in CCs (Tesfai et al. 2001;
Hu et al. 2009; Kim & Kang, 2015; Guarina et al. 2017).
Extending these studies in acute slices of mouse CCs,
we describe here the presence of a Na+-permeant back-
ground conductance. By controlling the RMP value, this
conductance exerts a substantial role in CC excitability.
Taking into account common electrophysiological and
pharmacological attributes, we propose the sodium leak
channel NALCN as a likely candidate to support this Na+
background conductance.

Methods

Ethical approval

Ethical approval for all experimental protocols was
obtained from the Institute of Functional Genomics
Animal Care and Use Committee, Montpellier, France.
Housing and experimental procedures were approved
by the French Agriculture and Forestry Ministry (A34-
172-41). All procedures in this study conformed to the
animal welfare guidelines of the European Community
and were approved by the French Ministry of Higher
Education, Research and Innovation (authorizations no.
49-2011-18 and 49–247).

Adrenal slice preparation

Acute slices were prepared from 8- to 12-week-old adult
C57BL/6J male mice (Janvier, Le Genest-St-Isle, France),
as described in the rat (Martin et al. 2001). Briefly,
after removal, the glands were kept in ice-cold saline for
2 min. Before slicing, a gland was unsheathed from the
surrounding fat tissue and was then transferred to the
stage of a vibratome (DTK-1000, D.S.K, Dosaka EM CO.
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LTD, Kyoto, Japan). Slices (150 μm thickness) were cut
with a razor blade and transferred to a storage chamber
maintained at 37°C, containing Ringer saline (in mM):
125 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 2 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 1.25 NaH2PO4,
26 NaHCO3, 12 glucose. The saline was continuously
bubbled with carbogen (95%O2/5% CO2) and buffered to
pH 7.4.

Electrophysiology

Adrenal slices were transferred to a recording chamber
attached to the stage of an upright microscope (Axioskop
FS2, Zeiss, Le Pecq, France) and continuously super-
fused with Ringer saline at 34°C. All experiments
were performed using the patch-clamp technique
and electrophysiological signals were acquired using
an EPC-9 patch-clamp amplifier (HEKA Electronik,
Lambrecht/Pfalz, Germany) and Pulse software. Signals
were sampled at 10 kHz and analysed with Igor Pro
7 (version 7.02, WaveMetrics Inc., Lake Oswego, OR,
USA). An Ag/AgCl pellet was used as a reference ground
electrode.

Whole-cell recordings. Patch pipettes were pulled from
borosilicate glass and filled with the following internal
solution (in mM): 140 potassium gluconate, 2 MgCl2, 1.1
EGTA, 5 HEPES, 3 Mg-ATP, 0.5 Na-GTP, titrated to pH
7.2withKOH.Osmolaritywas adjusted to 295mOsmwith
potassium gluconate and pipette resistance was 5–7 MΩ.
Pipette and cell capacitances were fully compensated
and the series resistance was compensated at 75%–80%.
Membrane potential was recorded in the current-clamp
mode and filtered at 3 kHz. In some experiments,
potassium gluconate was replaced by an equimolar
concentration of CsCl.

Loose-patch recordings. For extracellular recordings of
spontaneous currents in the loose-patch configuration,
pipettes were filled with the following saline (in mM):
125 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 2 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 10 HEPES, 10
glucose, buffered to pH 7.4 with NaOH. Osmolarity was
adjusted to 295 mOsm with NaCl and pipette resistance
was 5–10 MΩ. Once the tip of the pipette was positioned
at the surface of a CC, a minimal suction pressure was
applied (seal resistance <500 M�) and the electrical
activitywas recorded in the voltage-clampmode (0mV) of
the loose cell-attached configuration (Almers et al. 1983).
This method allows monitoring of membrane excitability
under physiological conditions and stable recordings of
firing rate can therefore be obtained (Perkins, 2006;
Alcami et al. 2012).

Ionic selectivity of INab. This issue was addressed by
changing intracellular K+ and Na+ concentrations

without variation in intracellular chloride concentration.
The other ionic species were maintained constant in
both intracellular and extracellular media. The ionic
composition of media is reported in Table 1. A voltage
ramp protocol (−130 to −50 mV, 3 s duration) was
applied first in the control condition and then in
low Na+ conditions. To achieve low Na+ conditions,
110 mM extracellular NaCl was replaced by an equimolar
concentration of NMDG-Cl or Tris-Cl. The Na+ back-
ground current was obtained by subtracting the current
trace during lowNa+ application from the control current.
The reversal potential Erev of the ‘low Na+-sensitive
current’ was calculated from a linear extrapolation
applied to the subtracted current. A calculated Erev was
determined for each recording condition ([K+]i = 25, 50,
130 and 140 mM). The gNa/gK conductance ratio was then
calculated, as follows:

gNa × (Erev − ENa) + gK × (Erev − EK) = 0,

Erev × (gNa + gK) − (gNa × ENa + gK × EK) = 0,

Erev = gNa × ENa + gK × EK
gNa + gK

,

if
gNa
gK

= α, then

Erev = α × ENa + EK
1 + α

, (1)

α = EK − Erev
Erev − ENa

. (2)

Assuming that at RMP, gK and gNa >>> gCl and gCa,
the same eqn (2) is used to calculate α for cells exhibiting
a regular or a bursting firing pattern and for the silent cells.

In situ hybridization

In situ hybridizations were performed as previously
described (Venteo et al. 2016). Mice were killed by CO2
inhalation followed by cervical dislocation. Adrenal
glands were dissected in PBS and fixed for 1 h at room
temperature (RT) by immersion in 4% paraformaldehyde
(PFA). Tissues were rinsed twice in PBS before overnight
immersion in 30% sucrose/PBS at 4°C and frozen in
OCT compound. Transverse 14 μM thick sections were
cut on a cryostat, collected on Superfrost Plus slides
Fisher Scientific (Illkirch, France) and stored at −80°C
until use. An 1162 bp mouse Nalcn cDNA fragment
covering nucleotides 998–2159 (reference sequence
no. NM_177393) was amplified from adult mouse
brain and cloned in the pBluescript II SK(+) plasmid
(Agilent Technologies Cat. No. 212205) using standard
molecular biology techniques. Sense and antisense

© 2021 The Authors. The Journal of Physiology published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd on behalf of The Physiological Society
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Table 1. Ionic concentrations of intracellular and extracellular media used to determine INab ionic selectivity

Intracellular media
D-Gluconic acid

(sodium salt) (mM)
D-Gluconic acid

(potassium salt) (mM)
NaCl
(mM) KCl (mM)

[K+]i = 25 mM 75 0 50 25
[K+]i = 50 mM 75 0 25 50
[K+]i = 130 mM 10 75 10 55
[K+]i = 140 mM, with

regular Na+
0 140 10 0

[K+]i = 140 mM, with
low Na+

0 140 0.5 0

Extracellular media
D-Gluconic acid

(sodium salt) (mM) NaCl (mM) KCl (mM) NMDG (mM)

control 47.9 72.5 2.5 0
low [Na+] 0 15 2.5 105.4

Note that NaHCO3 and NaH NaH2PO4 concentrations remained constant at 26 mM and 1.1 mM, respectively.

Digoxigenin-labelled RNA probes were generated in a
20 μl reaction containing 1 μg of linearized plasmid
(linearized with XbaI and KpnI, respectively) using
the DIG RNA labelling mix (Roche) and T3 and T7
RNA polymerase respectively (Promega) following the
manufacturer’s instructions. The probe for Dbh (Pattyn
et al. 1999) was kindly provided by Dr J.-F. Brunet
(Institut de Biologie de l’Ecole Normale Supérieure,
Paris) and synthesized using the Fluorescein-labelling
kit (Roche Diagnostics) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. Probes were purified on MicroSpin G50
columns (GE Healthcare). Double in situ hybridizations
were performed on 14 μM thick frozen sections pre-
pared as above. DIG- and Fluorescein-labelled RNA
probes were mixed in hybridization buffer and applied to
sections. After hybridization at 70°C overnight, sections
were washed twice in 50% formamide, 1× saline sodium
citrate buffer, 0.1% Tween-20 for 1 h at 70°C, twice
in 1× maleic acid buffer, 0.1% Tween-20 (MABT) for
30 min before blocking in blocking buffer (MABT, 2%
blocking reagent from Roche, 20% inactivated sheep
serum) for 2 h at room temperature. Sections were
then exposed to a 1:2000 dilution of anti-Fluo-alkaline
phosphatase-conjugate antibody (Roche Diagnostics)
in blocking buffer overnight at 4°C. After washing for
30 min in MABT, the bound Fluo-probe was visualized
by an alkaline phosphatase-catalysed colour reaction
using Fast Red tablets (Sigma-Aldrich) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. The colour reaction was
stopped in 0.1 M Tris (pH 8.2), the slides were mounted
temporarily in 90% glycerol and 0.1 M Tris, pH 8.2 and
the images were acquired on AxioImager D1 microscope
(Zeiss). After washing for 15 min in 0.1 M Tris (pH 8.2),
the alkaline phosphatase activity was then inactivated
by incubating with 100 mM glycine and 0.1% Tween-20
(pH 2.2) for 30 min. The sections were washed twice in

PBS, 0.1% Tween-20 for 15 min, post-fixed in 4% PFA in
PBS for 10 min at RT, washed in PBS, 0.1% Tween-20 for
20 min, twice in MABT buffer for 30 min, blocked again
in blocking buffer for 2 h, and incubated overnight with
an anti-Digoxigenin antibody, conjugated with alkaline
phosphatase (1:2000, Roche Diagnostics) at 4°C. After
washing as above, slides were incubated with NBT-BCIP
(Roche Diagnostics) staining solution according to the
manufacturer’s instructions and the reaction stopped by
washing in water. Fast Red precipitates were then removed
by incubating the slides in increasing concentrations of
ethanol, culminating in two final incubations in 100%
ethanol for 10 min. Photographs of the NBT/BCIP results
were then taken for comparison with those showing
the Fast Red results on the same sections. The Fast
Red signals were converted into pseudo-red and the
NBT/BCIP signals into pseudo-green fluorescent colours.
The pseudo-red fluorescent images were then carefully
overlaid with pseudo-green fluorescent images. This
sequential approach permits unequivocal identification
of co-expression at the single cell level.

Quantification of mRNA expression levels by
real-time PCR

Total RNA was extracted from macrodissected adrenal
medulla using the RNeasy Microextraction kit (Qiagen,
Courtaboeuf, France). RNA (500 ng) was reverse trans-
cribed using the QuantiTect Reverse Transcription kit
(Qiagen) in a final volume of 10 μl. Real-time PCR
analyses of the target genes and the reference genes Gusb,
Hprt and Gapdh were performed using Sybr Green PCR
master mix (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA)
with 1:100 of the reverse-transcription reaction, and were
carried out on an ABI 7500 SDS Real-Time PCR system
(Applied Biosystems). Primer sequences of target genes

© 2021 The Authors. The Journal of Physiology published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd on behalf of The Physiological Society
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Table 2. Primer sequences used for quantitative RT-PCR

Genename GenBank accession number Protein name Forward primer (5′−3′) Reverse primer (5′−3′)

Nalcn NM_177393.4 NALCN agatggagaggctgcacaat tctacagagcgataggagagca
Unc79 NM_001081017.2 UNC79 gccaattcgggatatggtt tctctgtgggcgtgttctc
Unc80 NM_175510.3 UNC80 catcaaatcagacgcaggtg ggagcagtcgagaacctcct
Nlf1/Fam155A NM_173446.2 Nlf1 accaggactacgaccaccac gccaggctttgtagacaatct
Hprt NM_012583.2 Hprt gaccggttctgtcatgtcg acctggttcatcatcactaatcac
B2m NM_009735.3 B2M tatgctatccagaaaacccctcaa gtatgttcggcttcccattctc

are given in Table 2 and the concentration used was
300 nM for all genes. After an initial denaturation step for
10 min at 95°C, the thermal cycling conditions were 40
cycles at 95°C for 15 s and 60°C for 1 min (LightCycler
480, Roche Diagnostic). The amplification specificity was
checked by melting curve analysis. Each sample value was
determined from triplicate measurements. Expression of
the target transcripts was normalized to the mean of the
expression level of the three reference genes according
to the formula E= 2−(Ctmean[Target] − Ctmean[Reference]), where
Ctmean is the mean threshold cycle.

Solutions and chemicals

Tetrodotoxin (TTX) was purchased from Latoxan (Cat.
No. L8503) and ouabain octahydrate from Sigma-Aldrich
(Cat. No. O3125).

Statistical analysis

Statistics were performed with Prism 8 (version 8.0.2,
GraphPad, San Diego, CA, USA). Numerical data are
expressed as the means ± standard deviation. Student’s
unpaired t test was used to compare means when
appropriate. The non-parametrical Wilcoxon matched
pairs test was used to compare two related samples.
One-way ANOVA followed, if significant interaction,
by a Dunnett or a Tukey post hoc test was used
when appropriate. Percentages were compared using
a contingency table and the Fisher’s exact test. The
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient ρ was used to
measure the strength and direction of association between
two ranked parameters. Differences with P < 0.05
were considered significant, with asterisks indicating
significance levels: ∗P< 0.05, ∗∗P< 0.01, ∗∗∗P< 0.001 and
∗∗∗∗P < 0.0001.

Results

Spontaneous electrical activity of mouse CCs in situ:
two distinct firing patterns

The passive biophysical membrane properties of mouse
adrenal CCs in acute slices are summarized in Table 3. The

Table 3. Passive electrical membrane properties of mouse CCs
in situ

Membrane
capacitance (pF)

Input resistance
(G�)

Resting membrane
potential (mV)

7.14 ± 2.55
(n = 323 cells)

1.13 ± 0.72
(n = 323 cells)

−43.4 ± 7.5
(n = 225 cells)

data were collected from both spontaneously firing and
silent cells, and our results are in agreement with those
reported by other groups (Nassar-Gentina et al. 1988;
Moser, 1998; Marcantoni et al. 2009; Martinez-Espinosa
et al. 2014; Vandael et al. 2015b; Guarina et al. 2017).
Sixty-two per cent of mouse CCs in situ exhibit

spontaneous AP discharges (n = 225 cells). The analysis
of the discharge pattern was performed on 88 cells (54
spiking cells and 34 silent cells). Interestingly, cells fire
with two distinct patterns, a regular firing mode (Fig. 1A)
and an irregular firing mode indicative of bursts (Fig. 1B).
To discriminate between the two discharge patterns, the
regularity of the firing discharge was investigated by
calculating the coefficient of variation (Cv) of inter-spike
interval (ISI) distribution. As expected, a regular firing
mode is associated with a Cv < 1 and a bursting mode
with a Cv> 1 (Fig. 1A and 1B, right panels). Note that the
percentage of cells exhibiting a regular electrical activity
or a bursting pattern does not significantly differ (48%
versus 52% for the regular and burstingmode, respectively,
P> 0.05 (= 0.8274), Fisher’s exact test).We next analysed
the AP parameters in consecutive spikes in single bursts
(Fig. 2). Changes in AP peak amplitude, AHP (anti-peak)
amplitude, half-width duration, interspike interval (ISI)
and intraburst instantaneous firing frequencywere plotted
as a function of the AP position in the burst. Whatever
the number of APs in a burst (<10, Fig. 2Aa) or >10
(Fig. 2Ba), the evolution of AP parameters is the same
(Fig. 2Ab and 2Bb). As illustrated by the pooled data
in Fig. 2C (15 bursts, 10 cells, AP number in a burst
ranging from 5 to 92), the peak amplitude and the AHP
amplitude gradually decrease (with a mean reduction
between the first and the last AP of 73.8% ± 30.6%,

© 2021 The Authors. The Journal of Physiology published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd on behalf of The Physiological Society
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n = 15 bursts and 18.4% ± 10.1%, n = 15 bursts, for
peak amplitude and AHP amplitude, respectively), the
half-width duration increases (153.1% ± 125%, n = 15
bursts), the ISI decreases (48.8% ± 33.1%, n = 15
bursts) and the instantaneous intra-burst firing frequency
increases (183.6% ± 171.9%, n = 15 bursts).
To further characterize the regular and bursting firing

patterns, we compared parameters of APs engaged in one
or the other discharge mode (Fig. 3). We first performed
a phase- plane plot analysis of AP discharges (Fig. 3Aa).

It shows that AP threshold is significantly more hyper-
polarized in bursting cells. This result is confirmed by
the pooled data coming from the analysis of the first
AP in a burst versus the first AP in a regular pattern
(data collected from 22 cells randomly selected out of
the 54 spiking cells recorded (11 cells illustrative of the
regular pattern and 11 cells illustrative of the bursting
pattern, Fig. 3B). The mean value of the AP threshold is
−32.4± 2.1 mV (n= 11 cells) for the ‘bursting’ AP versus
−28.8± 2.8mV (n= 11 cells) for the ‘regular’ AP,P< 0.05

Figure 1. Presence of two distinct firing patterns in mouse adrenal CCs in situ
Representative chart recordings of two CCs exhibiting a regular firing (A) or an irregular firing with burst (B). Insets:
expanded time scale illustrating a 5 s firing in the regular cell and in the bursting cell. The histograms on the right
illustrate the distribution of the inter-spike intervals (10 ms bin for the cell in A and 100 ms bin for the cell in B),
from which the coefficients of variation (Cv) were calculated.

© 2021 The Authors. The Journal of Physiology published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd on behalf of The Physiological Society
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Figure 2. Analysis of AP parameters in bursts
Evolution of AP peak amplitude, AHP (anti-peak) amplitude, half-width duration, interspike interval (ISI) and
intra-burst instantaneous firing frequency measured in consecutive spikes within a burst (Ab and Bb). Example
of two mouse CCs, with an AP number in a burst <10 (Aa) and >10 (Ba). C, pooled data of changes between the
first AP and the last AP in a burst (data collected from 15 bursts, 10 cells). AP parameters corresponding to the
cell illustrated in Aa are plotted in red and those corresponding to the cell illustrated in Ba are plotted in blue.

© 2021 The Authors. The Journal of Physiology published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd on behalf of The Physiological Society
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Figure 3. Analysis of action potential parameters in regular and bursting spiking cells
Aa, phase-plane plot analysis of APs of the two cells illustrated in Fig. 1. 299 APs were analysed in the regular
cell and 131 in the bursting cell. The AP threshold (values plotted in red on the phase-plane plots) is significantly

© 2021 The Authors. The Journal of Physiology published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd on behalf of The Physiological Society
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more polarized in bursting cells (right histogram for pooled data, ∗∗P < 0.01, unpaired t test. Ab, analysis of action
potential peak amplitude showing a broader distribution in the bursting spiking cell (right histogram for pooled
data, ∗∗∗P < 0.001, unpaired t test). B, analysis of the first AP in a burst versus the first AP in a regular pattern.
Significant differences were found for the peak amplitude (∗P < 0.05, unpaired t test) and for the threshold
(∗∗P < 0.01, unpaired t test). Data were collected from 22 cells randomly selected (11 cells with a regular pattern
and 11 cells with a bursting pattern. The AHP amplitude and the half-width duration do not significantly differ
between regular and bursting firing modes. C, determination of RMP from the sample (fraction of time) distribution
of membrane potential values from the two cells recorded in Fig. 1 and from one silent cell. Pooled data (plotted
in the right panel) show a significant difference in RMP between regular and bursting cells (∗∗∗∗P < 0.0001,
one-way ANOVA, Tukey’s post hoc test), with a more polarized RMP in bursting CCs. Silent cells also displayed a
significantly more polarized RMP compared to regular cells (∗∗∗∗P < 0.0001, one-way ANOVA, Tukey’s post hoc
test). No difference in RMP was found between bursting and silent cells (P > 0.05, one-way ANOVA, Tukey’s
post hoc test). D, graphs plotting the RMP value of 29 regular cells and 25 bursting cells over the corresponding
Cv. The Cv threshold allowing to discriminate between regular cells and bursting cells was positioned at Cv = 1
(dashed lines). The Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient ρ, combined with the confidence band at 95%, shows
a significant correlation between RMP and Cv values for bursting cells (ρ = −0.421, P < 0.05, but not for regular
cells (ρ = −0.232, P > 0.05). The data for regular cells are expanded into the inset.

(= 0.0026), unpaired t test). Similarly, AP peak amplitude
notably differs between a regular and a bursting firing,
as such the distribution of events is significantly broader
in bursting cells and the associated variance enhanced
(65 ± 55.9, n = 25 cells versus 16 ± 10.2 in regular cells,
n = 28 cells, P < 0.0001, unpaired t test, Fig. 3Ab). This
reflects the gradual diminution of AP amplitude within
bursts (Fig. 1B, inset), likely to be due to the inactivation
of Na+ channels activated during AP. Contrasting with
bursting cells, AP amplitude is uniform throughout the
discharge in cells with a regular firing pattern (Fig. 1A,
inset). Interestingly, the significant difference in AP peak
amplitude observed between APs engaged in a regular
pattern and APs engaged in a bursting spiking mode
is also found when only the first AP was taking into
analysis (37.9 ± 9.7 mV, n = 11 cells for the ‘bursting’ AP
versus 29.4. ± 7.3 mV, n = 11 cells for the ‘regular’ AP,
P < 0.05 ( = 0.0322), unpaired t test, Fig. 3B). The other
AP parameters (AHP amplitude and half-width duration)
did not significantly differ between the ‘bursting’ AP and
the ‘regular’ AP (−52.6 ± 6.1 mV, n = 11 cells versus
−53.0± 2.5mV, n= 11 cells for AHP amplitude, P> 0.05
( = 0.8276), unpaired t test and 1.8 ± 0.4 ms, n = 11 cells
versus 2.0 ± 0.4 ms, n = 11 cells for half-width duration,
P > 0.05 ( = 0.2491), unpaired t test, Fig. 3B).

Another crucial parameter that might differ between
the regular and bursting spiking modes is the RMP.
Because the determination of RMP cannot be reliably
assessed by direct measurement on chart recordings of
spontaneously firing cells, we calculated its mean value
from the distribution of themembrane potential values all
along the recording. As illustrated in Fig. 3C, membrane
potential values yielded a unimodal distribution that can
be fitted by a single Gaussian curve. Contrasting with
membrane potentials rapidly scanned during APs, the
RMP corresponds to a stable potential state towards
which the cell tends to move and remain. Accordingly,
the RMP value is defined by the peak of the Gaussian
curve. The RMP analysis was applied to cells exhibiting

regular discharges, to cells exhibiting a bursting activity
and to silent cells. As illustrated in Fig. 3C (left panel),
a significant difference in RMP values is found between
a regular (−40.0 ± 3.4 mV, n = 29 cells, corresponding
to gNa/gK = 0.34, see eqn (2) with RMP = Erev) and a
bursting (−46.8 ± 5.4 mV, n = 25 cells, corresponding
to gNa/gK = 0.30) spiking pattern (P < 0.0001, one-way
ANOVA, Tukey’s post hoc test), Fig. 3C, right panel).
The RMP value of silent cells (−48.8 ± 6.1 mV,
n = 34 cells, corresponding to gNa/gK = 0.29) does not
significantly differ from the RMP value of bursting cells
(P > 0.05 ( = 0.3048), one-way ANOVA, Tukey’s post
hoc test), but differs from the RMP value of regular
cells (P < 0.0001, one-way ANOVA, Tukey’s post hoc
test). This raises the issue of whether the spiking pattern
(regular versus bursting) correlates with the RMP value.
Correlation analyses between the Cv (indicative of a
regular or a bursting firing mode) and the RMP values
reveal a significant correlation for bursting activity only
(Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient ρ = −0.421
for bursting cells (n = 25 cells), P < 0.05 ( = 0.036)
versus −0.232, for regular cells (n = 29 cells), P > 0.05
( = 0.226), Fig. 3D). When RMP value is plotted over the
AP threshold, a significant correlation is found for both a
regular and a bursting spiking pattern (Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficient ρ = 0.651 for bursting cells (n= 25
cells), P < 0.001 ( = 0.0002) versus 0.504, for regular cells
(n = 29 cells), P < 0.01 ( = 0.0027); data not shown).
Interestingly, the slope of the linear regression used to fit
the data is similar between the two firing modes (0.62
and 0.61 for regular and bursting cells, respectively; data
not shown). This suggests that the cellular mechanisms
contributing to depolarize cells from RMP to the spiking
threshold might be similar during a regular or a bursting
activity.
The presence of two distinct firing patterns raises the

question of whether those two spiking modes can occur
in the same cell or in two distinct CC populations.
To address this issue, the spontaneous electrical activity
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of individual CCs was recorded for a longer period of
time (2—5 min). As illustrated in Fig. 4A, the discharge
mode can alternate during a 5 min recording, switching
from a regular (at the beginning, highlighted section a)
to a bursting mode (at the end, highlighted section b).

Reciprocally, the firing pattern can switch from a bursting
to a regular spiking mode, as shown in another cell
recorded during two successive 1min recordings (Fig. 4B).
These findings indicate that these firing patterns do not
reflect two different cell populations. To rule out a possible

Figure 4. Dynamic switch between a regular and a bursting spiking pattern in a same CC
A, example of a cell whose spontaneous electrical activity was recorded for 5 min and in which the spiking pattern
switched from a regular to a bursting mode. Highlighted a and b sections: expanded time scale showing the regular
mode at the beginning of the recording (section a) and the bursting mode at the end of the recording (section b).
The arrows point to bursts. B, example of a cell recorded for two successive 1 min period (10 s interval between
recordings), in which the bursting mode observed during the first 1 min recording switched to a regular mode
during the second 1 min recording.
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contribution of the ‘whole-cell’ configuration mode in
generating the switch between the two firing patterns, we
next carried out long-lasting recordings in the loose-patch
configuration (Fig. 5). Spontaneous AP currents were
observed in 43% of cells (n = 9/21 cells). Consistent with
the ‘whole-cell’ recordings, both bursting (Fig. 5A, left
traces) and regular (Fig. 5A, right traces) patterns were
observed. Over an 8 min period, the electrical activity of
one individual cell alternated between regular, bursting
and silent modes (Fig. 5B and highlighted sections a, b
and c for expanded chart recordings and associated Cv
calculation). Collectively, our results demonstrate that (i)
the two firing modes are not assigned to distinct CC
populations and (ii) within the same CC, the electrical
activity is a dynamically regulated process, with the
expression of various discharge patterns.

Could the switch in electrical activity mode be related
to RMP? To address this issue, we investigated the effect
of prolonged depolarization or hyperpolarization, from
the spontaneous RMP recorded over a 1 min period,
on the firing pattern and Cv value. Depolarizations and
hyperpolarizations were induced by injecting positive and
negative currents, respectively. A representative example
is shown in Fig. 6A and pooled data were plotted
in Fig. 6B. At RMP (Fig. 6A, black trace), the cell
exhibits a regular pattern (Cv = 0.64). Upon hyper-
polarization (−8.6 mV from RMP, Fig. 6A, blue trace)
or depolarization (+8.6 mV from RMP, Fig. 6A, red
trace), the spiking pattern switches to a bursting mode
(Cv = 1.13 and 1.11, respectively). The mean Cv value
was 0.64 ± 0.24 at RMP and increased to 1.72 ± 0.93
under hyperpolarized conditions (n = 8 cells, P < 0.01
( = 0.0078), Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test,
Fig. 6B). Under depolarized conditions, themeanCv value
increased from 0.66 ± 0.43 to 1.23 ± 0.55 (n = 4 cells,
P> 0.05 (= 0.125), Wilcoxonmatched-pairs signed-rank
test, Fig. 6B). The transition towards a bursting pattern in
response to membrane hyperpolarization and, although
to a lesser extent, to membrane depolarization, argues
for a crucial role of membrane potential near the
resting value in controlling electrical cell activity and
therefore cell function.Note that the highest AP frequency
occurred at RMP (Fig. 6C for data obtained in 25 cells
in which membrane potential was alternatively hyper-
polarized and/or depolarized from RMP). A consistent
observation is the firing frequency peaking at RMP
compared to hyperpolarized or depolarized potentials
(one-way ANOVA, Dunnett as post hoc test, P < 0.005
(= 0.0033). The mean firing frequencies were 2.02± 1.77
Hz, 0.71 ± 0.88 Hz and 1.04 ± 1.15 Hz, at RMP (n = 25
cells), in hyperpolarized (n = 25 cells) and depolarized
(n = 16 cells) conditions, respectively. The frequency
was significantly higher at RMP (P < 0.005 ( = 0.0021)
when compared to the hyperpolarized condition, one-way
ANOVA, Dunnett’s post hoc test, and P < 0.05 ( = 0.049)

when compared to the depolarized condition, one-way
ANOVA, Dunnett’s post hoc test). Taking this further,
hyperpolarizing currents have been injected in silent cells
(n = 12 cells; data not shown). In 10 cells (83.4%), no
spiking activity was evoked during the 1 min recording
period. In the two remaining cells, one cell exhibited one
AP and the other cell displayed a series of APs. Over-
all, these results reveal a tight regulation of the electrical
activity pattern of mouse CCs in situ by small fluctuations
of themembrane potential, indicating a decisive role of the
ionic conductances operating in this window of potentials
in governing CC excitability. Following this line, our
observation of a relationship between the ratio gNa/gK and
the mode of discharge, (0.34 in regular, 0.30 in bursting
and 0.29 in silent cells), led us to hypothesize that a back-
ground gNa might contribute to the mode of discharge.

A sodium background conductance operates near
RMP and contributes to RMP

Among the background conductances reported to
contribute to RMP, Na+-permeant conductances are
eligible candidates (Ren, 2011). To investigate whether
such conductances contribute to RMP in mouse CCs,
spontaneous electrical activity was recorded at RMP
upon an extracellular Na+ challenge. Decreasing external
[Na+] from 152.2 to 42.2 mM (110 mM NaCl substituted
with 110 mM NMDG-Cl) elicited a membrane hyper-
polarization (−9.6 ± 11.8 mV, n = 30 cells), abrogating
APs (Fig. 7). Similar results were obtained upon Tris
substitution, which led to a mean membrane hyper-
polarization of −7.1 ± 7.1 mV (n = 17 cells, not shown).
On return to standard bath solution (i.e. 152.2 mM Na+),
CCs recovered their initial RMP and, in some cells, the
spiking behaviour also resumed (Fig. 7A). Interestingly,
the hyperpolarizing effect of low Na+-containing saline
did not depend on the pattern of electrical activity. Indeed,
it was observed both in regular (−14.5 ± 13.6 mV, n = 10
cells, P < 0.05 ( = 0.0137), Wilcoxon matched-pairs
signed-rank test, Fig. 7B, left panel) and in bursting cells
(−6.7 ± 8.5 mV, n = 10 cells, P < 0.05 ( = 0.0273),
Wilcoxonmatched-pairs signed-rank test, Fig. 7B, middle
panel). In silent cells perfused with a low Na+-containing
saline, a membrane hyperpolarization also occurred
(−7.6 ± 12.0 mV, n = 10 cells, P > 0.05 ( = 0.1934),
Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test, Fig. 7B, right
panel), although the mean hyperpolarization value
did not reach the significance threshold. In addition,
pooled data from the 30 recorded cells indicate that
the amplitude of membrane hyperpolarization did not
depend on the spiking pattern, regular, bursting or
silent (P = 0.3712, Kruskal-Wallis test). Interestingly,
considering a gNa/gK of 0.34 for a regular pattern,
0.30 for a bursting pattern, and 0.29 in silent cells,
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Figure 5. Loose-patch recordings of a spontaneously firing mouse CCs
A, spontaneous action potential currents recorded in two individual CCs. Left traces (5 successive 1 min recordings)
illustrate an arrangement of the currents as bursts and right traces (7 successive 1 min recordings) exemplify a cell
with a regular action potential current activity. B, chart recording (8 min duration) showing that a same cell can
alternatively exhibit periods of regular (highlighted section c), irregular bursting (highlighted section b) and no
firing (highlighted section a). The corresponding distributions of inter-spike intervals and calculated Cv are plotted
in the right histograms.
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Figure 6. Membrane potential-driven spiking pattern
A, representative AP discharges recorded in one individual CC current-clamped at RMP (black trace), hyperpolarized
(blue trace, 8.6 mV as negative delta Vm) or depolarized (red trace, 8.6 mV as positive delta Vm). For each recording
conditions, the Cv was calculated, given a value of 0.64 at RMP, 1.13 for hyperpolarized and 1.11 for depolarized
conditions. Setting a threshold value of 1 for Cv to discriminate between regular (Cv < 1) and bursting (Cv > 1)
cells, Cv values argue for a switch from a regular to a bursting mode. B, pooled data showing a significant increase
in Cv in response to membrane hyperpolarization (∗∗P = 0.0078, Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test), but
not to membrane depolarization (P = 0.125, Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test). C, pooled data illustrating
the firing frequency as a function of membrane potential (RMP and hyperpolarization/depolarization from RMP).
The number of recorded cells is indicated below the value of membrane potential change. In panels B and C, the
grey region of interest underlies the results obtained at RMP.
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the theoretical hyperpolarization induced by changing
ENa from +151 mV to + 117 mV (NMDG replacement,
see eqn (1) with Erev = RMP) is −9.4 mV for a regular
pattern, - 7.7 mV for a bursting one and −7.6 mV in
silent cells. Those theoretical values are close to the
experimental values (−14 mV,−6.7 mV and−7.6 mV for
regular, bursting and silent patterns, respectively). Thus,
our results reveal that a Na+ conductance contributes
to the RMP of mouse CCs, leading to a membrane
hyperpolarization away from RMP upon lowering the
extracellular Na+ concentration. Accordingly, switching
to voltage-clamp at −50 mV (a physiologically relevant
membrane potential close to CC RMP), we observed that
low Na+-containing saline induced an outward current
in all the 21 cells tested (NMDG replacement, Fig. 8Aa,
change in current amplitude 19.0 ± 16.8 pA, n = 9
cells and Tris replacement, Fig. 8Ab, change in current
amplitude 7.6 ± 9.7 pA, n = 12 cells). Note the smaller
current amplitude change in Tris-containing saline

compared with NMDG-containing saline, reflecting a
better permeability of Tris over NMDG. Considering a
mean value of 0.3 for gNa/gK and a mean resistance of
1.13 G� (see Table 3) and assuming that the channel
is impermeant to NMDG, the expected amplitude of a
current induced by a 110 mV change in Na+ driving force
would be 22 pA, a theoretical value close to the measured
value of 19 pA.
To further explore the electrophysiological properties

of the outward current observed upon low Na+
application, voltage-clamped CCs were submitted to
voltage step commands in control and low Na+ (NMDG
replacement)-containing saline (Fig. 8B). The sustained
Na+ current was obtained by subtracting the current
during lowNa+ application from the control current. Cells
were held at −30 mV and stepped from −40 to −110 mV
(150 ms duration, 10 mV decrements, Fig. 8Ba). In
response to bath-applied low Na+, the current amplitude
was reduced for each voltage step. As shown by pooled

Figure 7. Extracellular Na+-dependency of resting membrane potential
A, membrane hyperpolarization in response to bath-applied low Na+-containing saline (NaCl substituted by an
equimolar concentration of NMDG-Cl) in a spontaneously spiking (bursting) CC at RMP. Note the reversibility of
the effect with AP resuming upon re-administration of a standard extracellular Na+ concentration. B, pooled data
of low extracellular Na+-induced RMP changes as a function of the firing discharge pattern. Representative chart
recordings of low Na+ (NMDG-replaced)-elicited membrane potential changes are plotted above each group of
cells (left panel for regular spiking cells, middle panel for bursting cells and right panel for silent cells). The mean
value of resting membrane potential was −39.8 ± 3.9 mV in control saline versus −54.5 ± 11.9 mV in low
Na+-containing saline for cells with regular firing (n = 10 cells, P < 0.05 ( = 0.0137), Wilcoxon matched-pairs
signed-rank test), −44.2 ± 5.9 mV in control saline versus −50.8 ± 8.2 mV in low Na+-containing saline for
cells with burst firing pattern (n = 10 cells, P < 0.05 ( = 0.0273), Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test) and
−52.2 ± 6.1 mV in control saline versus −59.9 ± 10.7 mV in low Na+-containing saline for silent cells (n = 10
cells, P > 0.05 ( = 0.1934), Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test).
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data collected from 26 cells (Fig. 8Bb), the sustained Na+
current displayed a linear I-V relationship and exhibited
a mean Erev value of −12.4 mV, which suggests the
contribution of a non-selective cationic conductance (see
also Fig. 13).

Altogether, the results argue for the presence of a
Na+-permeant background conductance operating near

RMP. Under physiological conditions (i.e. in the presence
of extracellular Na+), this conductance would exert a
depolarizing effect, probably contributing to maintaining
the RMP value above the equilibrium potential for K+.
In the rest of the paper, this Na+-sensitive conductance
will be designated as INab, which stands for sodium back-
ground current.

Figure 8. Changes in holding and steady-state currents in response to bath-applied low Na+ saline
A, holding current recording. CCs were voltage-clamped at −50 mV (a value near RMP). Substitution of NaCl
by NMDG (Aa) or Tris (Ab) decreases the holding current, with the appearance of an outward current (mean
amplitude: −2.9 ± 6.6 pA versus 16.1 ± 14.1 pA, in control and NMDG-containing saline, respectively, n = 9
cells, P < 0.01 ( = 0.0078), Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test and −2.8 ± 6.1 pA versus 4.8 ± 10.8 pA,
in control and Tris-containing saline, respectively, n = 12 cells, P < 0.05 ( = 0.0161), Wilcoxon matched-pairs
signed-rank test). B, steady-state membrane currents evoked by voltage steps (150 ms duration) made from an
initial holding potential of −30 mV in 10 mV decrements. Note the substantial decrease of the current amplitude
in response to bath-applied low Na+ (NMDG replacement, Ba). Bb, I-V relationship of the subtracted currents
(n = 26), combined with the confidence band at 95%. Current amplitudes were calculated from the average of a
10 ms window at the end of each 150 ms step. The ‘low Na+-sensitive current’ exhibits a linear I-V relationship,
indicative of its voltage independency. The current reverses at −12.4 mV, arguing for a mixed ionic current.
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Pharmacological features of INab: effects of TTX, Cs+

and ouabain

Because (i) our results support a significant contribution
of extracellular Na+ to electrical activity and (ii)
voltage-gated Na+ channels (Nav) are engaged in AP
generation in excitable cells, including mouse CCs
(Vandael et al. 2015b), we examined the sensitivity
of the low Na+-induced hyperpolarization to TTX
(Fig. 9A). Bath-applied 0.5 μM TTX almost completely
abolished APs, as expected, but (i) without the hyper-
polarizing effect reminiscent of lowering extracellular
Na+ (mean TTX-induced membrane potential change
+2.0 ± 11.8 mV, n = 12 cells) and (ii) without blocking
the hyperpolarizing effect of low Na+-containing
saline (NMDG substitution, mean hyperpolarization
of −6.0 ± 6.6 mV, n = 12 cells). In agreement with this
finding is the result obtained in cells voltage-clamped at

−50 mV, in which TTX per se did not change the baseline
of the holding current and did not inhibit the outward
current induced by bath-applied low Na+ (Fig. 9B,
NMDG replacement). This demonstrates that INab is not
carried by TTX-sensitive Nav channels. Supporting this
is the finding that, in many cells (n = 16/23 cells, 69.6%),
APs could be electrically evoked in low Na+ (NMDG
replacement)-containing saline (data not shown).
To pursue the pharmacological characterization of the

outward current, we performed additional experiments
in the presence of intracellular Cs+ (140 mM in the
patch pipette) to block most of the voltage-gated K+
currents. As illustrated in Fig. 10A, the outward current
induced by bath-applied low Na+ (NMDG- (Fig. 10Aa)
or Tris-substitution (Fig. 10Ab)) persisted. Besides, intra-
cellular Cs+ did not inhibit the decrease in steady-state
current amplitude evoked by low Na+-containing saline
(Fig. 10B). Under this experimental condition of high

Figure 9. INab is insensitive to TTX
A, recording of the electrical activity of a mouse CC current-clamped at RMP. The cell was sequentially challenged
by a bath-application of TTX (0.5 μM), followed by a low Na+ (NMDG substitution) + TTX-containing saline. As
expected, TTX in control saline drastically reduced the discharge of action potentials. In the presence of TTX,
application of low Na+-containing saline still induced a significant membrane hyperpolarization (∗P = 0.042,
Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test), thus indicating that INab is TTX independent. Pooled data are plotted in
the right histogram. B, chart recordings of the holding current in a cell voltage-clamped at −50 mV, before, during
TTX application and in response to bath-applied TTX + low Na+. Pooled data in the right histogram (∗P = 0.027,
Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test) show that low Na+-induced holding current decrease persists in the
presence of TTX.
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intracellular Cs+, however, the calculated mean Erev of
INab displayed a shift towards a positive value (+29 mV)
compared to the value calculated in high intracellular K+
(−12.4 mV). This indicates that INab is permeant to Cs+,
but less so to K+.

Another possible candidate for supporting INab could
be the Na+/K+ ATPase pump, the putative contribution
of which was determined by using ouabain (Fig. 11).
By blocking the Na+/K+ pump, ouabain prevents Na+
efflux from the cell and therefore increases the intra-
cellular Na+ concentration. Ouabain per se (300 μM,
bath application) did have a hyperpolarizing effect

(Fig. 11Ab and B for pooled data), but did not pre-
vent the low Na+-evoked membrane hyperpolarization
(mean amplitude −10.2 ± 12.2 mV, n = 4 cells), in
both spontaneously firing and silent CCs (Fig. 11Aa, Ab
andB for pooled data). This result disqualifies theNa+/K+
pump as a major contributor to INab.

Sodium leak channel NALCN: a plausible contributor
to INab

Consistent with the pharmacological (TTX insensitivity
and no blockade by Cs+) and electrophysiological

Figure 10. INab is not blocked by Cs+
A, effects of low Na+ saline on the holding
current of CCs patched with a pipette
solution containing 140 mM CsCl and
clamped at −50 mV. Bath-applied low Na+
salines (NMDG- (Aa) or a Tris- (Ab) replaced)
decreased the holding current value,
indicating that INab is not inhibited by Cs+.
Mean holding current amplitude:
−35.3 ± 13.4 pA versus −26.8 ± 13.5 pA,
in control and NMDG-containing saline,
respectively, n = 15 cells, P < 0.05
( = 0.0256), Wilcoxon matched-pairs
signed-rank test and −28.9 ± 13.5 pA
versus −19.3 ± 14.6 pA, in control and
Tris-containing saline, respectively, n = 39
cells, P < 0.0001, Wilcoxon matched-pairs
signed-rank test). B, recordings of
steady-state currents in CCs filled with Cs+
and clamped at −30 mV. Ba, bath
application of low Na+ (NMDG substitution)
reduced the amplitude of membrane
currents evoked by voltage step commands
(150 ms duration, 10 mV decrements). The
I-V relationship plotted in Bb shows that
INab is linear in the voltage range from
−110 to −40 mV. Erev was determined as
the x-axis-intercept value calculated from
extrapolated linear regression of currents
recorded in control and low Na+ conditions.
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attributes (linear I-V relationship, Erev corresponding
to a non-selective cationic conductance) reported above,
a credible candidate for INab would be the sodium-leak
channel NALCN (Lu et al. 2007), also known to contribute
to RMP in neuronal cells (Lu et al. 2007; Lu & Feng, 2011;
Ren, 2011; Xie et al. 2013; Yeh et al. 2017). The absence
of antibodies raised against mouse NALCN precluded an
identification at the protein level. Therefore, to determine
whether NALCN could participate in INab, we investigated
the expression of Nalcn transcript in the mouse adrenal
tissue (Fig. 12). Real-time PCR revealed thatNalcnmRNA
is present in the adrenal glands (Fig. 12A, n = 4 mice). As
expected, NalcnmRNA was detected in the brain, but not
in the liver (Swayne et al. 2009). Note also the expression
in the adrenal glands and brain ofUnc79,Unc80 andNlf-1
transcripts, three members of the NALCN channelosome
(Cochet-Bissuel et al. 2014). Because whole adrenal
glands were used in qPCR experiments, we could not
discriminate between Nalcn expression in the cortex,
in the medulla, or in both tissues. We therefore carried
out in situ hybridization experiments (Fig. 12B). As

illustrated in Fig. 12Ba, the antisense NalcnmRNA probe
stained the adrenomedullary tissue (labelled with a Dbh
probe), but not the cortex. Further, a double in situ
hybridization (Fig. 12Bb) allowed us to identify CCs as
the cells expressing Nalcn mRNA in the mouse adrenal
gland. This first report of Nalcn mRNA expression in
adrenal CCs contributes to identifying NALCN as a
highly plausible candidate channel supporting INab.
NALCN channels generate amixed ion current with the

permeability sequence PNa>PK>PCs (Lu et al. 2007). We
therefore performed experiments aiming at characterizing
the ionic selectivity of INab to K+ and Na+. To address
this issue, CCs were patched with pipette solutions
containing modified concentrations of K+ and Na+ (see
Methods and Table 1). A voltage ramp protocol (−130
to −50 mV, 3 s duration) was applied in a control
extracellular saline and then in lowNa+-containing saline.
For each intracellular solution, the reversal potential of
INab was determined and the associated ratio gNa/gK
was calculated (see equations in Methods, Table 4
and Fig. 13A). Regarding this analysis, gNa/gK appears

Figure 11. The Na+/K+ ATPase pump
blocker ouabain does not block INab
A, recording of the electrical activity of
mouse CCs current-clamped at RMP. The
cells were sequentially challenged by a
bath-application of ouabain (300 μM),
followed by a low Na+ (NMDG substitution)
+ ouabain-containing saline. Ouabain per
se induced a membrane hyperpolarization,
both in spontaneously firing (Aa) and silent
(Ab) cells. B, pooled data illustrating the
membrane potential changes in response to
low Na+ in the presence of ouabain. A
further application of low Na+ saline in
presence of ouabain increased
hyperpolarization in both cells.
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to be concentration dependent, since when [Na+]i is
lower, gNa/gK is also lower (0.72 in 0.5 mM [Na+]i).
Supporting a significant permeability of INab to Na+ is
the robust correlation between calculated Erev values for
each experimental condition and the corresponding ENa
values (r2 of the linear regression= 0.985, Fig. 13Ba), with
the restriction of [Na+]i ≥10 mM. Similarly, calculated
gNa/gK values robustly correlate with ENa (r2 = 0.916,
Fig. 13Bb). Interestingly, this analysis also indicates that
under physiological conditions (i.e. ENa = +55 mV), INab
is about twice as permeant to Na+ ions as to K+ ions.

Collectively, our findings point to the presence of a
cation-permeant conductance in mouse adrenal CCs,
mainly carried by Na+ ions and most probably supported
by NALCN.

Discussion

This study reports the first description of a Na+-permeant
conductance operating near the resting membrane
potential in mouse adrenal CCs in situ. In addition, we

Figure 12. Expression of Nalcn
transcript in the mouse adrenal gland,
with a specific localisation in CCs
A, real-time PCR determination of
transcripts encoding NALCN and the
ancillary proteins Unc79, Unc80 and NLF-1
in the mouse adrenal tissue (n = 4 mice).
Mouse brain was used as a positive tissue
expressing NALCN and the liver as a
negative tissue. Note that whole adrenal
glands (including both cortex and medulla)
were used. B, double in situ hybridization
used for the co-detection of Nalcn and
dopamine beta hydroxylase (Dbh)
transcripts in the mouse adrenal gland. Ba,
specific detection of Nalcn mRNA with the
antisense probe showing that Nalcn
expression is restricted to the
adrenomedullary tissue (M, specifically
labelled by Dbh mRNA, which encodes a
biosynthetic catecholamine enzyme) and
excluded from the cortex (C). Specific sense
probe showed no labelling. Bb,
co-localisation of Nalcn (pseudo green
fluorescent labelling) and Dbh (pseudo red
fluorescent labelling) arguing for a specific
expression of NALCN in CCs.
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Table 4. Determination of the gNa/gK ratio for INab in different ionic conditions

[K+]i = 25 mM
(n = 5 cells)

[K+]i = 50 mM
(n = 5 cells)

[K+]i = 130 mM
(n = 2 cells)

[K+]i = 140 mM
(n = 5 cells)

[K+]i = 140 mM
(n = 26 cells)

[Na+]i (mM) 125 100 20 10 0.5
[Na+]o (mM) 42.1 42.1 42.1 42.1 42.1
[K+]i (mM) 25 50 130 140 140
[K+]o (mM) 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5
ENa (mV) −29 −23 +20 +38 +117
EK (mV) −61 −79 −104 −106 −106
Erev for INab(mV) −34.8 −34.9 −18.4 −8.1 −12.4
gNa/gK 4.50 3.70 2.23 2.12 0.72

The calculation of gNa/gK ratio indicates that INab is more permeant to Na+ than to K+ (gNa/gK > 1), except when the intracellular
Na+ concentration is low (0.5 mM, last column, highlighted in grey). Under this experimental condition, INab becomesmore permeant
to K+ rather than to Na+ (gNa/gK < 1).

show that mouse CCs in acute slices exhibit a complex
firing discharge pattern, consisting of intermittent periods
of regular firing and irregular bursting spiking.

Regular and bursting spontaneous spiking modes in
CCS: a peculiarity of mouse CCs?

Of all species in which the CC spontaneous electrical
activity has been recorded, mouse CCs appear to exhibit
a unique firing pattern alternating between regular and
bursting modes. Indeed, contrasting with the mouse,
rat CCs appear to spontaneously fire with a regular
pattern, both in control and stress conditions (Colomer
et al. 2008a). In our study, bursts of APs were recorded
in more than 50% of CCs firing at RMP. Although
to a lesser extent, a spontaneous bursting pattern has
been found in mouse CCs, both in cultured dissociated
cells (Marcantoni et al. 2010; Vandael et al. 2015b) and
in vivo in anaesthetized animals (Desarmenien et al.
2013). In humans, less than 10% of adrenal CCs exhibit
spontaneous APs (Hernandez-Vivanco et al. 2017) and
in the spiking cells, although not investigated in detail,
the AP pattern seems to be irregular, alternating between
firing and silence periods, but without typical bursts. The
data resulting from our analysis of APs engaged in a
burst is consistent with previous results in dissociated
mouse CCs (Vandael et al. 2015b), as such consecutive
APs display a gradual reduction in the peak amplitude,
AHP amplitude and ISI associated with an increase in
the half-width duration and in intra-burst instantaneous
firing frequency. Interestingly, we noted that the peak
amplitude of the first AP in a burst is larger compared to
the peak amplitude of APs coming from a regular firing
pattern. This may be explained by the more polarized
RMP found in cells exhibiting burst discharges, leading to
increased Nav channel availability for further generation
of APs.

It is noteworthy that a bursting electrical activity can
be elicited by neurotransmitters (reviewed in Carbone
et al. 2019) or by manipulating CC ion channel expression
and availability (Nassar-Gentina et al. 1988; Marcantoni
et al. 2010; Martinez-Espinosa et al. 2014; Vandael et al.
2015a,b; Lingle et al. 2018) or extracellular pH (Guarina
et al. 2017). Which mechanism(s) contribute(s) to those
two firing patterns in the mouse, and how does a CC
switch from a regular to a bursting firing mode? A
modification of the permeability ratio between Na+ and
K+ conductances may take place. Indeed, the gNa/gK
ratios are 0.34 and 0.30 for regular and bursting patterns,
respectively. This indicates that the membrane is more
permeable to Na+ and/or less permeable to K+ ions
during a regular pattern than during bursts. If we assume
a role of INab in this process, we can therefore propose
that the open probability of the channels supporting INab
would vary along recording time, switching from an active
mode to a silent mode, as described for K+ channels
(Bossu & Gahwiler, 1996). How could INab contribute
to firing? This should be seen in a general excitability
scheme in which the regulation of RMP by ion channels
(including INab) and the ion channels expressed by the
cell play a central role. Above RMP (i.e. upon INab
activation), subsequent activation ofNav andCav channels
would contribute to trigger a spiking activity. Below RMP
(i.e. upon INab closure), the resulting hyperpolarization
would, in turn, de-inactivate voltage-sensitive channels
operating close to RMP (such as the M-type K+ channels
or low threshold Ca2+ channels) leading thus to cell
depolarization and subsequent triggering of bursts of APs
(Wallace et al. 2002; Crunelli et al. 2018). The plateau
current observed during the burst could result from an
equilibrium between Na+, Ca2+ and K+ currents, and
subsequent activation of SK and/or BK channels driven by
a Ca2+ entry through voltage-gated Ca2+ channels would
end the burst. From a less biophysical and more physio-
logical point of view, it is tempting to pair the regular
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firing pattern to basal splanchnic nerve sympathetic
tone and the bursting firing pattern to the increased
sympathetic tone as found during stress response. This
could be verified if CC electrical activity resulted solely
from the synaptic inputs. But it is unlikely for at least
four reasons. First, CCs fire APs even in the absence
of synaptic neurotransmission (Marcantoni et al. 2010;
Vandael et al. 2015b). Second, in acute slices, only fewCCs

(<20%) display spontaneous excitatory synaptic events
due to the elimination of numerous nerve fibres during
the slicing procedure (Barbara et al. 1998). Third, at
least in the rat, CCs fire spontaneously with a regular
pattern, both in control and stress conditions (Colomer
et al. 2008a). Fourth, the two firing modes are found
in hexamethonium-containing saline, a blocker of post-
synaptic α3-containing nicotinic acetylcholine receptors

Figure 13. INab is more permeant to Na+ than
to K+
Ionic selectivity of INab was assessed by changing
intracellular K+ and Na+ concentrations (K+
concentrations 25, 50, 130 and 140 mM and Na+
concentrations 125, 100, 20, 10). The ionic
concentrations highlighted in a grey filled
rectangle correspond to the condition of a low
(0.5 mM) intracellular Na+ concentration, which
was used in experiments described in Fig. 6.
Under each ionic condition, INab was recorded
through a voltage ramp command (−110 to
−50 mV, 3 s duration). A, the Erev value of INab
was calculated, for each recording condition, from
a linear extrapolation applied to the subtracted
currents. gNa/gK ratios were then calculated as
described in Methods. B, robust correlation of Erev
over ENa (plotted with the confidence band at
95%), with the restriction of [Na+]I ≥ 10 mM (Ba)
and of gNa/gK over ENa (also plotted with the
confidence band at 95%, Bb). Data were fitted
with a linear regression (r2 = 0.985 and 0.916,
respectively). Note that under physiological
conditions (i.e. ENa = +55 mV), gNa/gK is close to
2, indicating that INab is about twice as permeant
to Na+ as to K+.
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(A. Milman and N. C. Guerineau, unpublished data).
Another explanation,more conceivable, would be changes
in ion channel availability, as observed for voltage-gated
Na+ channels (Vandael et al. 2015b) or in external milieu
parameters such as pH (Guarina et al. 2017). Additional
experiments would be required to ascertain this latter
hypothesis.

Sodium dependency of resting membrane potential
of mouse CCs: a critical contribution to CC excitability

By challenging cells with a low Na+-containing saline
(NMDG or Tris replacement), we evidenced here in
mouse CCs the presence of a Na+-permeant conductance
operating near RMP, indicating a Na+ dependency of
RMP. This finding is consistent with membrane hyper-
polarization reported in freshly dissociated gerbil CCs
(Douglas et al. 1967) and thin bovine adrenal medulla
slices (Baker & Rink, 1975), in response to extracellular
Na+ replacement. In two other studies, an AP blockade
without membrane hyperpolarization (Brandt et al. 1976)
or no change in membrane potential (Nassar-Gentina
et al. 1988) has been observed in response to extracellular
Na+ deprivation. Taking anterior pituitary cells and
pancreatic beta cells as other representative examples
ofendocrine/neuroendocrine tissues, the replacement
of extracellular Na+ collectively converges toward a
robust membrane hyperpolarization (>10–20 mV) and
subsequent abrogation of APs for anterior pituitary
(Simasko, 1994; Sankaranarayanan & Simasko, 1996;
Simasko & Sankaranarayanan, 1997; Kwiecien et al. 1998;
Tsaneva-Atanasova et al. 2007; Kucka et al. 2010, 2012;
Liang et al. 2011; Tomic et al. 2011; Zemkova et al. 2016;
Kayano et al. 2019) and for pancreatic insulin-secreting
cells (Ribalet & Beigelman, 1982; de Miguel et al. 1988;
Worley et al. 1994; Garcia-Barrado et al. 1996). Also
supporting a critical contribution of INab to cell excitability,
the implementation of a persistent Na+ conductance in
computational modelling is a pre-requisite to simulating
cell excitability in a reliable manner (Fridlyand et al.
2009). INab would behave as a regulator of bursting. As
exemplified in modelled pancreatic beta cells, decreasing
INab conductance reduces the ability of cells to burst
(Fridlyand et al. 2009). Also of note, blocking INab only is
sufficient to abolish the electrical activity and to hyper-
polarize cell membrane, as observed during experimental
conditions (Tsaneva-Atanasova et al. 2007; Liang et al.
2011).

Resting membrane potential of CCs: an intricate
contribution of K+ and Na+ permeabilities

Compared to RMP of neuronal cells (∼ −80 mV), the
RMP value of CCs, which share a common embryonic

origin with neurons, is much more depolarized, both
in the mouse (mean values of −43 mV in the present
study, −49 mV in Marcantoni et al. 2009, −54 mV in
Nassar-Gentina et al. 1988)) and in the rat (mean values
of−52mV in Sanz-Lazaro et al. 2019,−61mV in Barbara
& Takeda, 1996, −64 mV in Colomer et al. 2008a and
−68 mV in Kajiwara et al. 1997; Martin et al. 2001). A
RMP value quite distant from the equilibrium potential
for K+ suggests the involvement of ions with positive
equilibrium potentials, such as Na+. Two hypotheses, not
mutually exclusive, are currently proposed to account
for a notable Na+ contribution to RMP, which are (i)
the stochastic activation of voltage-gated Na+ channels
able to push cells to initiate firing (Schmich & Miller,
1997; Schneidman et al. 1998; Dorval, 2006) and (ii) the
presence of a persistent depolarizing resting cation flux
(Lingle et al. 2018). In excitable cells, RMP is determined
by background depolarizing (sodium-permeant)
conductances and hyperpolarizing (potassium-permeant)
conductances (such as SK channels, Kir- or K2P-mediated
currents) (Hille, 2001; Vandael et al. 2012). With a mean
gNa/gK ratio of 0.3, our data indicate that RMP in mouse
CCs is mainly driven by K+ permeabilities, regardless of
the firing pattern (regular, bursting or silent). However,
the external Na+ substitution demonstrates an additional
contribution of Na+ ions in setting the RMP. At RMP,
this Na+-permeant background conductance is almost 2
times more permeant to Na+ than to K+.
A persistent Na+-permeant conductance (alternatively

named INab, IBNC, Ib,Na, INS,Na or INaP according to
the studies) involved in setting-up the RMP value and
the ability of cells to fire (i) is not restricted to end-
ocrine/neuroendocrine tissues, but is also present in other
excitable cells (Jones, 1989;Noble et al. 1992; Spindler et al.
1998; Raman et al. 2000; Eggermann et al. 2003; Pena &
Ramirez, 2004; Atherton & Bevan, 2005; Khaliq & Bean,
2010; LeSauter et al. 2011; Tremblay et al. 2011; Reinl et al.
2015) and (ii) is not found only in vertebrates (Lear et al.
2005; Gouwens &Wilson, 2009; Xie et al. 2013; Flourakis
et al. 2015; Gao et al. 2015) pointing towards a crucial role
of this conductance in regulating cell and tissue function.

Possible contributors to INab

NALCN as a candidate. The finding that INab is mainly
carried by Na+ ions directs the search for the molecular
identity of the channels toward Na-permeant ionic
contributors. In this regard, theNa+-leak channelNALCN
appears as a plausible candidate, sharing at least four
attributes with INab. First, INALCN is TTX insensitive, is
not blocked by Cs+ (Lu et al. 2007; Bouasse et al. 2019)
and displays a linear I-V relationship (Lu et al. 2007).
Second, the ionic selectivity for Na+ and K+ reported in
our study (gNa>gK) is in agreement with the permeability
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sequence reported for INALCN (Lu et al. 2007). In addition,
our data indicate that INab is also permeant to Cs+
with the sequence gCs<gK<gNa). Third, in neuronal cells,
NALCN supports a resting Na+-permeant depolarizing
conductance, which contributes to maintaining RMP and
thus the ability of cells to fire (Lu et al. 2007; Ren, 2011;
Xie et al. 2013; Gao et al. 2015; Ford et al. 2018). Fourth,
our finding that theNalcn transcript is expressed inmouse
adrenal CCs supports a possible contribution of NALCN
to INab. Although not investigated in CCs in particular,
the detection in the mouse adrenal gland of mRNAs
encodingNALCN-associated proteins (Unc79,Unc80 and
NLF-1), which seem to be mandatory for the generation
of NALCN currents (Bouasse et al. 2019; Chua et al.
2020), also argues for a possible role of NALCN-mediated
current in the adrenal tissue. Note that Nalcn mRNA
has been found in pancreatic insulin-secreting cells
(Swayne et al. 2009), neuroendocrine cells sharing
common stimulation-secretion coupling attributes with
adrenal CCs. However, despite all these arguments
robustly converging on a NALCN-mediated current, the
contribution of NALCN channels to INab remains to be
ascertained. At present, the electrophysiological study of
NALCN-mediated currents in native tissues is severely
hampered by the lack of drugs able to selectively block
the channel, rendering laborious the establishment of
a clear-cut electrophysiological signature of the current
carried by NALCN. The non-specific blocker gadolinium
(Gd3+) is frequently used to block INALCN. However, its
use was not appropriate here considering its ability to
inhibit other ion channels, including voltage-gated Ca2+
channels (Biagi & Enyeart, 1990), major components
of the adrenal stimulus-secretion coupling (Guerineau
et al. 2012; Lingle et al. 2018). Recently, Bouasse
and colleagues (Bouasse et al. 2019) deciphered new
electrophysiological features of the NALCN current
via the heterologous expression of recombinant human
NALCN and associated channelosome in a neuronal
cell line. Under these experimental conditions, NALCN
current exhibits a time-dependent inactivation and a
non-linear I-V relationship indicative of voltage sensitivity
(Bouasse et al. 2019). This differs from the biophysical
properties described here for INab in mouse CCs. Several
explanations, not mutually exclusive, can account for
this discrepancy. First, INab and INALCN are two distinct
currents. Second, INALCN displays separate biophysical
features when endogenously expressed in situ and when
it is heterologously expressed in vitro in a recipient cell
line (Bouasse et al. 2019). Third, the electrophysiological
properties of INALCN differ betweenmouse (our study) and
human orthologues (Bouasse et al. 2019).

Contribution of other channels? Although NALCN is a
convincing candidate for supporting INab in CCs, other

‘leak’ ion channels may also contribute to a background
conductance. First, the hyperpolarization-activated cyclic
nucleotide-gated (HCN) channels are blocked by Cs+
while INab is not blocked by Cs+. In addition, Ih, the
HCN channel-related current, is about three times more
permeant to K+ than to Na+ (Solomon & Nerbonne,
1993; Budde et al. 1994; Simasko & Sankaranarayanan,
1997). Also consistent with the fact that HCN channels
do not support INab, at −50 mV, a value close to
CC RMP, Ih is unlikely to be active (half-maximal
activation voltage found around −100 mV; Simasko
& Sankaranarayanan, 1997). Spontaneously firing CCs
do not hyperpolarize enough to reach the voltages
required to activate Ih. It is also interesting to note
that an Ih current has not yet been deciphered in CCs.
Second, the two-pore-domain potassium (K2P) channels
which are known as ‘leak’ channels are responsible
for leak background potassium-permeant conductances.
Although K2P channels can change their ionic selectivity
under changes in extracellular milieu (such as pH),
and, as found for TWIK-1, can become Na+ permeant
(Chatelain et al. 2012), these channels are unlikely to
contribute to INab. Indeed, even when displaying an
ionic selectivity to Na+, the PNa/PK ratio for TWIK-1
channels remains <1 (Chatelain et al. 2012), a value
far from the ratio of 2.88 we found for INab. Also, only
TREK and TASK channels have been reported to be
expressed in the rodent adrenal medullary tissue (Inoue
et al. 2008; Kim & Kang, 2015; Guarina et al. 2017).
Third, the family of transient receptor potential (TRP)
channels deserves consideration. Mouse CCs express
TRPM4 channels (Mathar et al. 2010). In addition, the
TRP canonical (TRPC) channels constitute the largest
family of cation-conducting channels. Interestingly, some
TRP canonical (TRPC) channels are constitutively active
(Trebak et al. 2003; Nichols et al. 2007) and may therefore
represent putative candidates for supporting INab. Hence,
a TTX-resistant background-depolarizing Na+ current,
presumably supported by the TRPC channel family, has
been described in anterior pituitary cells, and appears
involved in AP firing and for hormone secretion (Kucka
et al. 2012).

Physiological relevance of INab in CCs: a role in
catecholamine secretion?

Our data show that INab contributes to RMP in mouse
adrenal CCs and that membrane potential changes
occurring near the resting value remodel the spiking
pattern (regular/bursting modes). The combination of
these two observations raises the stimulating hypothesis
of a role for INab in regulating the firing mode. Depending
on INab current density expressed in a given CC, at a
given time, one would expect the cell to fire either with
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a regular or a bursting mode. This might be of particular
physiological interest because the bursting mode has been
reported to efficiently stimulate catecholamine secretion
in rodent CCs (Duan et al. 2003; Vandael et al. 2015b).
This would link INab to catecholamine secretion but
whether and how INab contributes to catecholamine
secretion remains an open question. We think that
this issue requires identification of the ion channel(s)
supporting INab. NALCN is certainly a candidate, but
the absence of pharmacological tools to selectively block
NALCN current prevents further electrophysiological
characterization. The use ofNalcn-deficient animals could
represent an alternative strategy to pursue physiological
investigations.
From a physiological point of view, whether INab does

require receptor activation is an interesting issue. The
recording of INab in the presence of hexamethonium
reveals that INab does not require activation of
α3-containing nicotinic acetylcholine receptors (A.
Milman and N. C. Guérineau, unpublished data).
However, additional experiments will be necessary
since, at the splanchnic nerve-CC synapse, not only
acetylcholine is released but also various neuropeptides,
such as the pituitary adenylate cyclase activating
peptide PACAP (reviewed in Guerineau, 2020). Of
particular interest are the findings that Na+-permeant
voltage-independent inward conductances can be
activated by neurotransmitters and neuropeptides. In
this context, PACAP is a remarkable example, inasmuch
it induces a TTX-insensitive sub-threshold membrane
depolarization that depends on extracellular Na+ in
bovine CCs (Tanaka et al. 1996). Such an alternate
route of Na+ influx, independent of APs but resulting
possibly in depolarization, is also found in insulinoma
cells, in which the neuropeptide PACAP stimulates
a voltage-independent Na+-permeant conductance
(Erev of −28 mV), convincingly resembling INab (Leech
et al. 1995). Along the same line, it is of note that
NALCN channels can be activated by peptides and
neurotransmitters (Lu et al. 2009), such as substance P
(Kim et al. 2012) and acetylcholine (Swayne et al. 2009).
Assuming that NALCN channels might be activated by
PACAP, and because PACAP is a major neurotransmitter
for stress transduction in the adrenomedullary tissue
(Smith & Eiden, 2012; Eiden et al. 2018), INALCN and/or
INab may then have a decisive and unanticipated role
in the adrenal stimulus-secretion coupling. Again, the
identification of channel(s) supporting INab would greatly
assist in the study of regulatory mechanisms.
More generally, could INab be involved in hormone

release in endocrine/neuroendocrine tissues? Regarding
this, extensive works have investigated the effect of
a low Na+- containing saline on hormone secretion.
Although with a certain degree of variability (cell type,
hormone studied, basal or stimulated secretion … ),

lowering extracellular Na+ collectively converges toward
a decrease in hormone release in the anterior pituitary
(Collu et al. 1984; Saith et al. 1984; Kato et al. 1988;
Sankaranarayanan & Simasko, 1996; Takano et al. 1996;
Yang et al. 2008; Kucka et al. 2012), the insulin-secreting
pancreas (Hales & Milner, 1968; Malaisse et al. 1971;
Hellman et al. 1974; Lambert et al. 1974; Herchuelz et al.
1980) and the adrenal medullary tissue (Banks et al. 1969;
Kilpatrick et al. 1981; Lemaire et al. 1981; Role et al. 1981;
Knight & Baker, 1983; Wada et al. 1984). These data are
consistent with a regulatory action of the background
Na+ conductance on RMP and cell excitability. Indeed,
under physiological conditions, the depolarizing action
of INab contributes to bringing the secretory cells into
an electrical status favouring the firing, and subsequent
[Ca2+]i increases, which are required for the secretory
process. Catecholamine secretion by adrenal CCs is a key
step in the adaptive mechanisms triggered by an organism
to cope with stress. Assuming a substantial role of INab
in catecholamine secretion, it would be of interest to
investigate whether and how the biophysical properties of
INab remodel in a ‘stressed’ adrenal medullary tissue.
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